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You Can 
Do Cancer
25 Tips for Hope & Healing  
During Cancer Treatment 



You Can Do Cancer Ultimate Guide

We believe that enhanced cancer care and resources should be available to anyone.

The You Can Do Cancer Ultimate Guide shares recommendations from long-term survivors 
on what provided results, answers, and ultimately had the greatest impact to the success of 
their treatment and healing. 

It’s not just one thing you do – it’s everything you do.

You can do this.
You can do hard things.
You can do cancer.
You can do anything.
These are the Top 25 most meaningful, survivor-tested tips to help you Do Cancer.

     

Shenell and Aidan 
Founders and Cancer Survivors 

Our Founders
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Just Diagnosed

Get a second opinion at a research hospital

Fully understand your medical treatment plan

Mental-emotional prep

Create a care plan

Tap survivors for tips and what to expect

In Treatment: Body

Purchase products that help

Consider Integrative Medicine to supplement 
your treatment plan

Move to a Ketogenic diet

Simplify nutrition with a meal delivery service

Speak to a Cancer Nutritionist

Evaluate which supplements to take

Prioritize and protect rest and sleep

Move every day

Explore supplemental care: alternative 
modalities for the body

The You Can  
Do Cancer  
Checklist

In Treatment: Spirit
Commit to a daily spiritual practice

Reduce toxic and negative situations & 
content

Create a mantra and live by it

Explore supplemental care: alternative 
modalities for spiritual health

In Treatment: Mind
Consider a Cancer Therapist

Get creative

Explore supplemental care: alternative 
modalities for mental-emotional health

After Treatment
Keep up the good work

Stay on track with your medical protocol

Reflect, be honest, and talk if you need to

Celebrate your second chance by giving back

Keep reading for information  
and resources to help you every step 

docancer.org
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Just Diagnosed
Today, I will take one step in the right direction.

I am empowered to make the best decisions for myself.

I am stronger than I think.

docancer.org
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Get a Second Opinion at a Research Hospital. 
It is difficult for any one doctor or regional facility to be completely informed about the latest 
treatments and clinical trials. Getting multiple points of view improves the likelihood that 
you will have the best treatment plan possible. Cancer research hospitals typically cost the 
same as regional hospitals (and often have better financial assistance options). Many health 
insurance providers require a second opinion when it comes to a cancer diagnosis.

Research, research, research your specific cancer. Understand exactly what you have, 
the latest treatments and clinical trials.

Cancer research hospitals are on the cutting-edge of treatments, technologies, and 
have the most data and visibility to treat the disease. 

An Oncologist-Specialist focuses on specific cancer; find one who will know the best 
ways to treat your cancer.

Resources

Find a research hospital 

Find a clincial trial

Why I went to a research hospital for care

Just Diagnosed

CLICK 
THESE
LINKS

https://www.cancer.gov/research/infrastructure/cancer-centers/find
https://www.cancer.gov/about-cancer/treatment/clinical-trials/search
https://www.docancer.org/blog/why-i-went-to-a-research-hospital-for-treatment
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Understand Your Medical Treatment Plan. 
Every cancer treatment plan is different, but most have a combination of chemotherapy, 
radiation, surgery, and medication.

Get a clear understanding of what’s involved in your program and what the goals of 
each step are.

Knowing what to expect will be key to your treatment and your experience.

Resources

Top Questions to ask your oncologist before starting treatment 

A Guide to Radiation

Understanding Chemotherapy

Just Diagnosed

CLICK 
THESE
LINKS

https://www.docancer.org/blog/top-questions-to-ask-your-oncologist-before-starting-cancer-treatment
https://www.cancer.org/content/dam/CRC/PDF/Public/5025.00.pdf
https://www.cancer.org/treatment/treatments-and-side-effects/treatment-types/chemotherapy.html
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Set Yourself up for Success:  
Mental-Emotional Care. 
Cancer is a mental journey, not just a physical one. Approach cancer treatment with a whole-
person view and make sure your needs are being addressed. 

Realize that treatment can get tough at times - be prepared and voice what you need 
in terms of support. 

Talk with friends and family. Read tips from survivors. Start a private cancer journal. 
Speak to a cancer therapist. 

Resources

Survivor Stories: My Experience with Cancer Treatment

Find a cancer therapist (virtual options available)

Books on cancer by survivors and cancer practitioners

Just Diagnosed

CLICK 
THESE
LINKS

https://www.docancer.org/stories-of-hope
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/therapists/cancer
https://www.docancer.org/blog/8-great-books-to-buy-someone-with-cancer
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Create a Schedule and Care Plan. 
Outline what your treatment entails in terms of dates, time, how it will impact your energy 
level, and ability to do things. Yes – you will need help! Addressing needs before they arise 
will keep additional stress at bay. Your loved ones are desperate to help – let them..

Ask your hospital to assign a Health Navigator or Healthcare Advocate to deal with 
appointment scheduling, and even insurance. 

Get your master calendar of appointments.

Home: who will drive you to appointments? Help with children? Drop off meals? Handle 
your daily tasks on your appointment days?

Work: how will your time off be managed? Do you need HR to help you apply for 
benefits or disability?

Resources

How caregivers and loved ones can help during cancer treatment

Tips for telling someone you have cancer

Just Diagnosed

CLICK 
THESE
LINKS

https://www.docancer.org/blog-category/caretakers
https://www.docancer.org/blog/3-tips-for-telling-someone-you-have-cancer
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Tap Survivors for Tips and What to Expect. 
Cancer survivors provide the first-hand knowledge and experience that no one else can. It 
is incredibly helpful to hear what worked for them, what was easier or harder than expected, 
and how to navigate this challenging time.

Familiarize yourself with advice from those who have been there.

Ask your medical team if there are survivors or counselors on staff to help prepare for 
treatment

Resources

Read Survivor Stories

Read tips from the survivor perspective 

Just Diagnosed

CLICK 
THESE
LINKS

https://www.docancer.org/stories-of-hope
https://www.docancer.org/blog
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In Treatment
I fully participate in my healing and recovery.

Pain and discomfort are temporary.

I can do anything.

docancer.org
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Set Yourself up for Success: 
Products that Help. 
Products proven to relieve common treatment side effects will make a world of difference to 
your comfort and experience.

Don’t chase symptoms, prevent them. Use helpful products before issues arise.

Stock plenty of must-have products so they’re on-hand during treatment.

Set up online subscriptions or give loved ones the task of managing your regular 
shopping list.

Resources

Get a Do Cancer Healing Cancer Kit

Shop our survivor favorites

Tips for dental care during chemo and radiation

Read about what to expect

In Treatment

CLICK 
THESE
LINKS

https://www.docancer.org/product
https://www.docancer.org/affiliate-links
https://www.docancer.org/blog/tips-for-preventing-chemo-mouth-oral-issues-during-radiation
https://www.docancer.org/blog-category/what-to-expect
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Consider Integrative Medicine to Supplement   
Care. 
Your medical team will kill cancer cells, but there is a great deal happening to the body that 
often goes unaddressed.

An Integrative / Naturopathic Physician can provide additional testing, supplements, 
and integrative immune support during your Standard of Care treatment plan.

Remember: always share everything you’re exploring with your medical team.

Resources

Find a Naturopathic Physician

My experience with Integrative Medicine

In Treatment

CLICK 
THESE
LINKS

https://naturopathic.org/search/custom.asp?id=5613
https://www.docancer.org/blog/my-experience-with-integrative-naturopathic-medicine
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Try a Ketogenic Diet. 
Remove sugar, alcohol, and “empty” foods. When the body is fighting cancer, processing 
heavy-duty medications, and undergoing treatment, it needs to be nourished and supported 
with the best “fuel” possible.

Think beyond just getting calories to what the foods you’re consuming provide in terms 
of nutrients and value to your body. 

Cane and refined sugars, sweets, alcohol, and highly processed foods feed harmful 
cells and provide little to no value to our bodies.

Focusing on nutritious, fresh food means you’re doing all you can to support your 
healing and a cancer-free life.

Resources

15 Diet Tips for Metabolic-Immunity Health

What to Eat When You Don’t Feel Like Eating

Great books on cancer and food

In Treatment

CLICK 
THESE
LINKS

https://www.docancer.org/blog/15-tips-diet-daily-routines-for-the-metabolic-immunity-cancer-link
https://www.docancer.org/blog/what-to-eat-when-you-dont-feel-like-eating
https://www.docancer.org/affiliate-links
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Simplify Food Prep and Eating. 
Cooking and eating can become a chore during cancer treatment - especially when you’re trying to 
eat healthy and not feeling 100%. A meal delivery service or stocking the kitchen with semi-prepped, 
healthy food will make cooking and eating less cumbersome.

A meal delivery service is a great way to remove stress and to keep you consuming 
healthy foods with zero thinking, prep, or shopping. Even 2-3 days a week really helps.

Send loved ones to the grocery story to stock you up on healthy food for the week 
versus one-time delivery of fast food.

Have neighbors, family and friends prep food for you so it’s ready to cook and eat.

Resources

Healthy Meal Delivery Services

What to Eat to Manage Nausea

In Treatment

CLICK 
THESE
LINKS

https://www.docancer.org/blog/simplify-food-with-a-meal-delivery-service
https://www.docancer.org/blog/food-for-managing-nausea-during-treatment
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Understand Cancer Nutrition. 
Consider a Cancer Nutritionist and read up on the latest cancer-diet findings. There is 
mounting evidence that what we fuel our bodies with (specifically our immune systems) has 
an impact when it comes to cancer.

Speak with a Cancer Nutritionist to help you understand the food your body needs right 
now, and how to eat for longevity and health after treatment.  

Dive deep on books that can help you understand the foods you need to buy and prep 
at home.

Resources

Find a Cancer Nutritionist

Books with recipies and anti-cancer diet tips

In Treatment

CLICK 
THESE
LINKS

https://www.oncologynutrition.org/home
https://www.docancer.org/affiliate-links
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Prioritize and Protect Rest and Sleep. 
Proper sleep hygiene during cancer treatment is paramount! Sleep is the only time our 
bodies and immune systems can fully focus on repairing themselves – and your body needs 
more of that than usual right now.

Ensure you are getting 8-10 hours of sleep a night and nap frequently.

Invest in natural, everyday products that can help protect the quality of sleep you get.

A very set schedule is important from your wind-down routine to the time you go to 
sleep, to when you wake up.

Resources

My Sleep and Rest Routine During Cancer Treatment

Shop our favorite sleep products

In Treatment

CLICK 
THESE
LINKS

https://www.docancer.org/blog/sleep-you-need-more-during-treatment
https://www.docancer.org/affiliate-links
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Explore Alternative Modalities for the Body.
Supplement your care plan with complementary practices like massage, sauna, yoga, tai chi, 
qigong, and acupuncture provide relief for the fighting body. Gentle techniques can greatly 
improve how your body handles treatment.

Resources

Find local alternative modalities for body support

Understanding differnet alternative modalities for complementary care

In Treatment

CLICK 
THESE
LINKS

https://www.docancer.org/directory-categories/healing-wellness
https://www.verywellmind.com/alternative-therapies-types-and-uses-5207962
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Move Every Day. 
Gentle exercise is key. Simply moving your body reminds it that you are living and fighting. 
Exercise on cancer treatment is not about your weight or physique. A growing amount of 
research shows that regular exercise can greatly improve physical and mental health during 
every phase of treatment.

On tougher days, take it easy with gentle stretching and light weights while seated. 

When you’re having better days, go for a walk with someone. Even walking 10-20 
minutes can help.

Resources

Simple exercises during cancer treatment

In Treatment

CLICK 
THESE
LINKS

https://www.cancer.net/survivorship/healthy-living/exercise-during-cancer-treatment
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Make a Spiritual Practice Part  
of Your Everyday Life. 
Studies prove that those with a spiritual practice do better in cancer treatment. Taking time 
to acknowledge and nurture your soul on your journey is paramount to your healing and 
recovery.

Spirituality can be traditional religious practices, personal reflection, time in nature, 
meditation, or a daily gratitude practice. 

If spirituality is new or uncomfortable to you, start with simple things that remind you 
that you are alive and connected to the world around you.

Resources

3 Simple Tools for Getting Grateful

Download an beginner meditation

Books focused on spiritual growth

In Treatment – Spirit:

In Treatment

CLICK 
THESE
LINKS

https://www.docancer.org/blog/getting-grateful
https://www.calm.com
https://www.docancer.org/affiliate-links
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Explore Alternative Modalities for the Spirit. 
Complementary practices like meditation, reiki, guided imagery, and compassion practices 
can do a great deal for someone carrying the weight of a cancer diagnosis. Explore how to 
relieve and repair the spirit with differnet alternative modalities. 

Resources

Find local practitioners and supplementary practices for spirit care

Understanding differnet alternative modalities for complementary care

In Treatment

CLICK 
THESE
LINKS

https://www.docancer.org/directory
https://www.verywellmind.com/alternative-therapies-types-and-uses-5207962
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Reduce negative situations & content. 
Your top focus should be on completing cancer treatment, overall wellbeing, a positive 
mindset, and surrounding yourself with a supportive group. Create some boundaries to 
protect yourself if needed.

Keep in the right frame of mind by trying to eliminate negative or dark movies, 
television, and music. 

Be wary of online chat groups as many are negative and contain heavy stories.  

Surround yourself with people who are committed to supporting you. Make less space 
for combative and negative personalities as best you can.

Resources

Tips for reinforcing positive support & removing toxic situations

In Treatment

CLICK 
THESE
LINKS

https://www.komen.org/blog/how-to-reinforce-positive-support-mitigate-toxic-relationships-during-and-after-treatment/
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Create a mantra and live it. 
The mind is a powerful thing. Tap into your will to survive with a statement that assures you 
and guides you through treatment - and believe it! 
 
Create your own mantra or use some from cancer survivors: 

I am healthy. I am strong. I am healed.
   I have the power to heal.
         I am so fortunate to get this treatment.
               This will be behind me.

Resources

What are mantras and why to do they matter?

Shop cancer affirmation cards

In Treatment

CLICK 
THESE
LINKS

https://www.yogajournal.com/yoga-101/sanskrit/mantras-101-the-science-behind-finding-your-mantra-and-how-to-practice-it/
https://www.amazon.com/Dessie-Motivational-Encouragement-This-Cards/dp/B095RHK26S/ref=sr_1_7?crid=3CYO18ZXN95TY&keywords=cancer+affirmation+cards&qid=1663095610&sprefix=cancer+affirmation+cards%2Caps%2C141&sr=8-7
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Consider a Cancer Therapist. 
There are therapists who specialize in cancer, and family dynamics during cancer. Some are 
even survivors themselves. Sometimes there are things you don’t want to discuss with loved 
ones, and you may just want a trusted ear to listen.

Hearing from experts who counsel people through cancer every day is reassuring and 
can help give you tools to avoid common pitfalls. 

Many therapists offer virtual online sessions – some even allow you to remain 
anonymous. Some offer free services.

Resources

Find a cancer therapist (virtual options as well)

Free Cancer Conseling in English and Spanish 

My experience with a cancer therapist

In Treatment - Mind

In Treatment

CLICK 
THESE
LINKS

https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/therapists/cancer
https://centerforcancercounseling.org
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Explore Alternative Modalities for the Mind. 
Supplemental practices like sound healing, guided meditations, hypnotherapy, and 
listening to soothing music can help relax and focus the mind.

Resources

Find local alternative modality practitioners for the mind

My Experience with Hypnotherapy During Cancer

Listen to binaural beats to reduce stress & anxiety

In Treatment

CLICK 
THESE
LINKS

https://www.docancer.org/directory-categories/mind
https://www.docancer.org/blog/my-experience-with-hypnotherapy-during-cancer
https://www.binauralbeatsmeditation.com
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Create. 
Tapping into your senses and creativity can positively impact your mental state and overall 
health. A creative project that brings you happiness and a welcome distraction from cancer is 
a great way to pass the time – and measure how far you’ve come.

Activate the creative portions of your brain by writing in a cancer journal, doing 
artwork, working a photo project, listening to your favorite music, crafting, dancing, or 
manifesting how your life will look after treatment. 

Start that memoir or family heritage project you’ve always wanted to.

Use this time to focus on the little joys in life. Spend time on your passions - and 
explore new ones.

Resources

Why getting creative during cancer treatment helps us cope

In Treatment

CLICK 
THESE
LINKS

https://med.stanford.edu/survivingcancer/coping-with-cancer/Creativity.html
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After Treatment
My future is an amazing gift.

My experiences have made me a braver, stronger person.

I choose joy and gratitude.

docancer.org
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Keep up the good work. 
You’ve been eating healthy, moving, getting proper sleep and staying focused on beating 
cancer. Don’t stop now! Remaining cancer free is a lifetime commitment to your health. 
Remember: don’t wait to be sick to get healthy.

What can you keep doing to give you the best quality life and greatest chance at 
longevity?

Keep supporting your immune system with a healthy diet, sleep and exercise.

Does it feel good that your life has become simplified and focused? Make a 
commitment to your mind-body-spirit health by continuing to practice what’s worked 
for you.

Resources

Lifestyle Choices I Carried Over from Cancer Treatment

What Cancer Taught Me: Self-Care

After Treatment

CLICK 
THESE
LINKS

https://www.docancer.org/blog/my-new-normal-lifestyle-changes-i-carried-over-from-cancer-treatment
https://www.docancer.org/blog/what-cancer-taught-me-self-care
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Stay on Track with Your Medical Protocol. 
Even after treatment, you’ll want to make sure you’re following medical advice to a T.

If you’re on a medication protocol, stay committed to it. If regular blood work, stability 
scans, or office visits are recommended, keep doing them. 

It may be tempting to just “move on” from the overload of appointments, pills, and 
pokes - but staying cancer free is never really “done.” Stay diligent!

Resources

“Scanxiety” is Real! Here’s How I Cope

After Treatment

CLICK 
THESE
LINKS

https://www.docancer.org/blog/scanxiety-is-real-how-to-cope
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Reflect, Be Honest, and Talk If You Need To. 
There’s nothing like a major life event to give you clarity. Cancer therapists often say that 
relationship strain doesn’t happen until after treatment is over. Once everyone is out of 
“emergency mode” they may reflect and see things they wish they hadn’t. Cancer may 
change how you see people, situations, and how you live your everyday life. 

Take this time to reevaluate what you want in your next chapter. 

If you’re struggling, don’t ignore these feelings – talk them out. Go solo, as a couple, or 
as a family to cancer therapy.

Join a cancer recovery group and discuss these common but challenging feelings.

Pick and choose people, situations, and a lifestyle that best supports this fresh version 
of yourself.

 

Resources

Find a cancer community or support group

Find a cancer therapist

After Treatment

CLICK 
THESE
LINKS

https://www.docancer.org/blog/cancer-community-the-most-wonderful-group-you-never-wanted-to-be-a-part-of
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/therapists/cancer
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Celebrate Your Second Chance by Giving Back.
There’s nothing that can pull you through cancer treatment like the inspiration of those that have gone 
before you. It’s time to pay it forward! Give people hope that one day they will be on the other side of 
cancer, just like you, helping others.

Contribute a Do Cancer Survivor Story

Volunteer at cancer support group at your treatment facility if you feel mentally 
strong enough to do so. 

Give your resources to a cancer charity of your choice

 

After Treatment

https://www.docancer.org/directory-categories/aid-support
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We Believe 

Our Beliefs Together We Are Stronger
We’ve been where you are. We understand what it feels like to receive a cancer diagnosis. We know first hand the most powerful 

information comes from trusted long term survivors. You are not alone, we ar here to help.

Together We Can Do Cancer
Receiving a life-threatening diagnosis can be the beginning of a beautiful journey to finding the best version of yourself.Together we can 

live presently, with deep gratitude for every day. We found our strength and you will too.

Access For All
There is a critical need for those facing cancer to get easily accessible, trusted, and hopeful information. We educate and share resources 

to anyone impacted by cancer to find inspiration and hope to fight, survive, and find their inner healer.

Sharing Honest Experiences
We normalize common questions, emotions, and struggles during the cancer journey  

with relatable stories and helpful information.

Your Thoughts Affect Your Body
Strength comes from your beliefs. Positive affirmations & gratitude are powerful mindsets. How we think about our journey is a choice, 

one that we have the power to make. Tell yourself often you are healthy & you are healing, that is the truth your want your body to hear.

Trust the Process
Cancer is a mental journey, not just a physical one. Trust that better days are ahead and one day  

you will be on the other side of this, helping someone just like you in need.

Clean Living is Empowering
Changing how you look at food, personal care products and your home environment puts you in control of meaningful change. We curate 

the finest cancer-clean products and recommendations trusted by survivors to help you live your healthiest future.

Treating the Whole Person
The Standard of Care is a great starting point. We believe in complementing your medical plan by addressing whole-person healing of 

the mind, body and spirit. Discovering healing therapies can enhance your outcome and quality of life.

Hope is the Greatest Medicine of All
A positive, future-focused mindset and attitude is paramount to your recovery.  Our beliefs give us inner strength and power.  

Believe in yourself. Believe in your power to heal and live your best life
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Do Cancer provides 
sponsorships for those who 
cannot afford access to the 
suggestions in this guide. 

visit docancer.org/donate

docancer.org


